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Executive Summary
Key Takeaways - Protocol

 On Synthetix Exchange, having exposure to a synthetic asset ("Synth") does not require
Synthetix is a protocol, built on Ethereum, that facilitates the issuance and trading
of synthetic assets ("Synths"). The project was formerly known as Havven but
underwent a rebranding in Q4 2018 as they broadened their initial scope from
stablecoins to a wider variety of synthetic assets. Kain Warwick is the Founder.

Details
Ticker

SNX

Price (USD)

$0.28

Market Cap

$36,480,769

Current Supply

130,288,462 SNX

Maximum Supply

245,312,500 SNX

Returns in USD

7D

1M

3M

1Y

SNX

+8.77%

-15.01%

+268.87%

+36.21%

BTC

+23.23%

+2.95%

+100.38%

+68.04%

ETH

+9.80%

-20.88%

+32.44%

-43.11%






holding the underlying asset, with prices fed in from external data sources. Rather than
matching buyers with sellers, trades are executed directly against the smart contract of
pooled collateral. This design allows them to have unique and exotic trading pairs (e.g.
equities, commodities, alt-coin shorts, etc.) not found on other crypto exchanges.
Synthetix is a zero-sum game. When a trader earns a profit on Synthetix Exchange it is either
at the expense of another trader or SNX staker. For Synthetix to reach its full potential and
avoid stress in a bull market, it will be important that short exposure on the exchange grows
in order to net down the long exposure.
Through the end of July, the active collateralization ratio reached a high of ~800% with a
collateral value worth ~$25m. Close to 80% of the total SNX supply is currently being staked.
On July 30th, cumulative trade volume for Synthetix Exchange reached $115m, having
experienced much of its growth in Q2 2019.
To ensure traders have a liquid exit valve to realize profits, the development team recently
launched a sETH/ETH arbitrage pool on Uniswap. 5% of new SNX issuance was diverted to
compensate arbitrageurs for bringing sETH/ETH back to parity. As of August 5th, the sETH
pool is now the 4th largest on Uniswap with $1.38m of liquidity available.

Key Takeaways - SNX Token Economics

New issuance of SNX tokens is currently very high but will quickly decline over the following 5





years. The current issuance period (#2) will run from March 2019 through March 2020 and
result in a 75% increase in the total supply of SNX. New issuance is locked in escrow for a
rolling 12 months meaning that it can't be immediately sold on the open market, but it can be
added to the collateral pool.
This high issuance period makes it an attractive time to be a staker and claim rewards. For
example, let's take a staker who starts with 1% of the total SNX supply on August 1st. They
continually stake and claim their rewards until the start of the next issuance period in March
2020. By doing so, their initial 1% will have grown to 1.28% of SNX's total market value. That is
a 28% "real return" assuming 76% continue to stake, 68% continue to claim their rewards and
taking into account the 5% of new issuance diverted for the sETH/ETH arbitrage pool.
Currently, Synthetix Exchange takes a fee of 0.3% on each trade, however, it was temporarily
increased to 0.5% between June 28th and July 29th. Through the end of July, cumulative
exchange trading fees are ~$500k, having experienced significant growth in Q2 2019.
Our base case modeling scenario resulted in a combined present value of future cash flows
equivalent to ~$163m relative to a current SNX market cap of ~$32m. This assumed the
exchange trading fee remained flat at 0.3% into the future with annual trade volume growing
to $90bn by YE 2025. A 40% discount rate was used.
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Value Proposition & Token Economics
For a decentralized application to gain widespread adoption, it needs to provide value for its end users by offering an improvement over existing solutions. Below, we have highlighted
the use cases for Synthetix and the benefits the platform can offer relative to existing methods.

Use Cases

Key Benefits

1. Long & Short Exposure to Any Asset: Synthetix makes it possible to create and trade
synthetic assets ("Synths") which mirror the pricing of the underlying asset, without
the need to actually own it. Because there are no trading counterparties and prices
are externally fed in, it's possible to create a Synth for any type of asset such as a
cryptocurrency, commodity, equity, etc.

1. Financial Inclusion: Anyone in the world can now have exposure to financial markets.
For example, a retail trader in Indonesia can get exposure to the S&P 500, without
needing a brokerage account, or permission, by holding its Synth.
2. Composable: Synthetic assets can be combined in other DeFi applications. For

Type something
example, a TokenSet could be created that is long ETH and short TRX (through iTRX).

2. Leverage: In the future, levered Synths could become available. In addition, when
holders stake their SNX and mint Synths against their value, they're opening a debt
position with the network. This effectively allows them to gain more than their initial
100% exposure level.

3. Always Liquidity Available : There is always liquidity for a Synth on Synthetix
Exchange given that it doesn't need to match buyers with sellers.
4. Unique & Exotic Trading Pairs: Traders will be able to access a mix of assets on
Synthetix Exchange not found elsewhere.
5. Collateralized & Transparent: The value of each Synth is heavily overcollateralized
(750% target ratio) and the size of the collateral pool is always transparent.

SNX

 SNX is staked and pooled to collateralize the synthetic assets ("Synths") issued by the platform. Synths are currently backed by a collateralization ratio of 750%.
 In return for staking SNX, participants receive two types of rewards each week on a pro-rata basis - 1) trading fees from Synthetix Exchange and 2) new issuance of SNX tokens. If a




staker fails to claim their rewards within 2 weeks following the reward period, they are added back into the reward pool and become available for distribution to other stakers.
Currently ~76% of the total SNX supply is staked as collateral.
Synthetix Exchange takes a 0.3% fee on each trade, which is sent to the fee pool and becomes available as a staking reward.
New issuance of SNX tokens will quickly decline over the next 5 years, eventually ending by March 2024. The issuance rate from March 2019-2020 is significant at +75%, however, it
will be locked for a rolling 12 month period. This provides a benefit for stakers by 1) allowing them to grow their share of the total SNX supply, 2) it does not result in immediate selling
pressure and 3) should continue to boost the network collateralization ratio as more SNX is locked up.
In the future, SNX may also be used for governance of the platform. Voting topics could include listing new Synths or adjusting the network collateralization ratio.
4

Synthetix Overview
Key Takeaways

 On Synthetix Exchange, having exposure to a synthetic asset ("Synth") does not require holding the underlying asset. In addition, there are no trading

counterparties and asset prices are fed in from external data feeds. Market prices are not determined on the exchange, they are merely reflected. Rather than







matching buyers with sellers, trades are executed directly against the smart contract of pooled collateral. This design allows them to have unique and exotic trading
pairs (e.g. equities, commodities, alt-coin shorts, etc.) not found on other crypto exchanges.
The exact mechanics behind how Synthetix operates are unique and crucial to understand. When SNX stakers mint sUSD they are opening a debt position that
must be repaid before they can unlock their collateral or claim the weekly staking rewards. While there is no interest rate charged on the debt, it is important to
emphasize that stakers can end up owing more than they initially minted. This is due to the fact that the total value of network Synths is equivalent to the total value
of network debt. When the price of Synths increases, so too does the value of the network debt owed by stakers.
Synthetix is a zero-sum game. When a trader earns a profit on Synthetix Exchange it is either at the expense of another trader or SNX staker. For Synthetix to reach
its full potential and avoid stress in a bull market, it will be important that short exposure on the exchange grows in order to net down the long exposure.
SNX is staked as collateral allowing Synths to be minted against their value based on the target collateralization ratio, which is currently set to 750%. Through the
end of July, the active collateralization ratio reached a high of ~800% with a collateral value worth ~$25m. Close to 80% of the total SNX supply is currently being
staked.
On July 30th, cumulative trade volume for Synthetix Exchange reached $115m, having experienced much of its growth in Q2 2019.
While Synthetix Exchange operates as a type of closed system, having liquidity into and out of the exchange is critical to increase adoption and provide traders with
an exit valve to realize profit. Selling sUSD on the open market used to be the sole mechanism for this, however, the development team recently launched a
sETH/ETH arbitrage pool on Uniswap. The development team has diverted 5% of new SNX issuance to compensate arbitrageurs for bringing sETH/ETH back to
parity. As of August 5th, the sETH pool is now the 4th largest on Uniswap with $1.38m of liquidity available.
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DApp Ecosystem
Within Synthetix's ecosystem there are two important DApps that make their product offering possible - i)
Mintr and ii) Synthetix Exchange. Mintr allows holders of SNX to stake their tokens as collateral and "mint"
synthetic dollars ("sUSD") against their value. The staked SNX is pooled together with the rest of the
network's collateral. Afterwards, a user can either sell their sUSD on the open market or use them on
Synthetix Exchange to buy other Synths.
While the price of sUSD can fluctuate outside of the platform, on Synthetix Exchange 1 sUSD is always worth
1 dollar. This is made possible based on the unique way the exchange operates. To start, there are no
counterparties to a trade. Rather than matching buyers with sellers, Synthetix Exchange prices Synths based
on an external price feed. For example, if Bitcoin is trading at $10,000 on the open market then the price of
synthetic Bitcoin ("sBTC") will reflect that. When a user trades their sUSD for sBTC, the conversion is done
directly against the pooled collateral held in the platform's smart contracts. As with sUSD, the price of Synths
may vary outside of the platform but on Synthetix Exchange the price should always mirror the underlying
asset. On the following slides we'll dive into these mechanics in greater detail.

DApps
Mintr

Synthetix.Exchange

Synthetic Assets
Fiat Stablecoins

Commodities

Long & Short Cryptocurrencies

Equities & Leverage
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Debt Mechanics
Before we dive in further, it's crucial to understand how Synthetix operates. Most importantly, when a user stakes their SNX and mints sUSD against them, what they're really doing is
creating a debt to the platform. It may not feel like debt due to the fact there's no interest rate being charged but that is exactly what it is. In order for a user to unlock their SNX later
on, this debt needs to be repaid. However, the value of this debt is not static but rather changes over time. In addition, Synthetix Exchange is a zero-sum game. When traders earn a
profit that money is not created out of thin air but rather comes at the expense of either another trader or SNX stakers. The design can be difficult to grasp at first but we've provided
examples below and on the following slide to further demonstrate how these mechanics work. It's important to emphasize the following dynamics only apply to users who stake SNX
and trade on Synthetix Exchange. For Synthetix to reach its full potential it will need to attract users solely interested in trading.

Example 1

Example 2

 Step 1: Medio & Yan both start with $50k sUSD. Combined this equates to a total

 Step 1: Medio & Yan both start with $50k sUSD. Combined this equates to a total

 Step 2: Medio purchases sBTC with his $50k while Yan continues to hold sUSD.
 Step 3: The price of BTC rises +50% meaning that Medio's position is now worth

 Step 2: Medio purchases sBTC with his $50k while Yan shorts Bitcoin by

network debt of $100k, with Medio and Yan each responsible for 50% of it.

$75k. That $25k of profit increases the total network debt to $125k.

 Step 4: Medio & Yan are still responsible for 50% of the total network debt, which
now corresponds to each of them owing $62.5k. When the value of Medio's sBTC
position is netted against his debt owed, it results in a $12.5k profit. Even though
the value of Yan's position stayed flat at $50k, the amount of debt he owes
increased by $12.5k resulting in an equivalent $12.5k loss.

network debt of $100k, with Medio and Yan each responsible for 50% of it.

purchasing $50k of iBTC ("Inverse Bitcoin").

 Step 3: The price of BTC rises +50% meaning that Medio's long position is now
worth $75k, while Yan's short position falls to $25k. The total debt stays flat at
$100k.

 Step 4: Medio & Yan are each responsible for 50% of the total network debt,

which still corresponds to each of them owing $50k. When the value of Medio's
sBTC position is netted against his debt owed, it results in a $25k profit. For Yan,
this equates to a $25k loss.
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Debt Mechanics
Example 3

Example 4

 Step 1: Medio & Yan both start with $50k sUSD, while Kevin starts with $25k

 Step 1: Medio & Yan both start with $50k sUSD, while Kevin starts with $25k

 Step 2: Medio purchases sBTC with his $50k while Yan shorts Bitcoin by

 Step 2: Medio purchases sBTC with his $50k while Yan shorts Bitcoin by

sUSD. Combined this equates to a total network debt of $125k, with Medio and
Yan each responsible for 40% of it and Kevin responsible for 20%.

purchasing $50k of iBTC ("Inverse Bitcoin"). Kevin continues to hold sUSD.

 Step 3: The price of BTC rises +50% meaning that Medio's long position is now

worth $75k, while Yan's short position falls to $25k. The value of Kevin's position
stays at $25k. The total debt remains flat at $125k.

 Step 4: Medio & Yan are each responsible for 40% of the total network debt,

which still corresponds to each of them owing $50k. Kevin is still responsible for
20% of total debt and owes his original $25k. When the value of Medio's sBTC
position is netted against his debt owed, it results in a $25k profit. For Yan, this
equates to a $25k loss. Kevin's position and total debt owed remained flat
throughout this leading to no gain or loss.

sUSD. Combined this equates to a total network debt of $125k, with Medio and
Yan each responsible for 40% of it and Kevin responsible for 20%.

purchasing $50k of iBTC ("Inverse Bitcoin"). Kevin goes long ETH by purchasing
sETH.

 Step 3: The price of BTC rises +50% meaning that Medio's long position is now

worth $75k, while Yan's short position falls to $25k. The price of ETH rises +10%
meaning that Kevin's position is now worth $27,500. Combined these price
moves increase the total debt to $127.5k.

 Step 4: Medio & Yan are each responsible for 40% of the total network debt,

which now corresponds to each of them owing $51k. Kevin is still responsible for
20% of total debt and now owes $25.5k. When the value of Medio's sBTC position
is netted against his debt owed, it results in a $24k profit. For Yan, this equates to
a $26k loss. Kevin's net profit is $2k.
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Synthetic Assets & Network Debt
As we demonstrated on the previous slides, the total value of Synths is equivalent to the total value of network
debt. In a situation where the value of Synths continues to rise, so will the debt owed by each SNX staker. If an SNX
staker is trading on Synthetix Exchange and outperforming their peers this isn't a concern as they will still net a
profit. However, this situation is not ideal for individuals looking to passively stake SNX and earn a yield. As seen in
the chart below, when BTC and ETH ripped higher in Q2 of this year, network debt rose with them. An SNX staker
sitting in sUSD would have quickly found themselves owing more to the network than they originally minted,
despite holding a stable asset. If crypto markets rip higher, the network debt could balloon at the expense of SNX
stakers. This is why Synthetix is a zero-sum game.

Network Exposure (7/30/19)

However, Inverse Synths, which represent short positions, can mitigate this problem. As we demonstrated in
Example 3, if there is an equivalent amount of long and short exposure for an asset they net each other down
allowing a staker sitting in sUSD to remain unaffected despite price moves in the other asset. Rather than the SNX
staker paying the trader who went long, the trader who went short does. It's important to emphasize that Synthetix
currently has very little short exposure though, as evidenced in the charts to the right. This could be indicative of the
bullish stance many traders are taking or simply demonstrates their risk appetite. Regardless, as the platform
matures we expect the amount of short exposure to grow particularly because Synthetix Exchange will be one of
the few places a trader can easily short many alternative coins (taking a short position in a market as irrational and
volatile as cryptocurrency is very risky).

Network Debt vs BTC & ETH Price
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Collateralization & Staking
As is the case with all DeFi projects currently, Synthetix is overcollateralized. Given that SNX is used for collateral rather than ETH, which is highly liquid, or DAI, which is
price stable, the collateralization ratio is notably higher than most others, with the current target at 750%. To incentivize stakers staying above this target level, they are
unable to claim their weekly rewards or unlock their SNX if they become undercollateralized. A staker could fall below this target level as the result of either the price
of SNX falling or the value of their debt rising. This leaves a staker with two options - 1) buy SNX on the open market to increase their level of collateral or 2) buy sUSD
on the open market to pay down their existing debt. While the first may result in some nice buying pressure for SNX, it's the second option which makes adjusting the
collateralization ratio the main lever for bringing sUSD back to its peg. On July 3rd, the collateralization ratio was increased from 500% to 750% as a result of sUSD
trading ~10% below its peg. As of July 30th, sUSD was trading at $0.99.
While SNX may be sub-optimal collateral at the moment, using it to back the network does provide a strong fundamental link between network adoption and token
value accrual. In particular, the mechanism is highly reflexive. For example, higher trade volumes lead to more trading fees, which should fundamentally lead to a
higher SNX price, which then allows for more Synths to be minted, which can then lead to higher trade volumes. This positive feedback loop could be crucial for
helping to bootstrap the network. However, it's important to emphasize that the opposite scenario can play out with a negative feedback loop, posing a systemic risk
to the platform. Through the end of July, the active collateralization ratio reached a high of ~800% with a collateral value worth ~$25m. This has been enough to get
Synthetix into the top 5 on DeFi Pulse. As shown in the chart below, close to ~80% of the total SNX supply is being staked. This could continue to trend higher as new
issuance, which is locked for a rolling 12 months, continues to be staked to claim rewards.

Collateral Value vs Active Collateralization Ratio

Total SNX Supply vs SNX Staked
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Exchange Volume & User Growth
Regarding adoption, an important metric to track for any exchange is trade volume. As

Cumulative Trade Volume (through 7/30/19)

seen in the chart to the right, Synthetix Exchange began to experience significant growth
throughout Q2 2019. On March 31, cumulative trading volume stood at only ~$750k but
by July 30th had reached ~$115m. As we'll see in the economic modeling section, this
spike in volume has led to significant growth in the amount of exchange fees generated.
Daily average trade volumes have also increased on a monthly basis, however, it's
important to point out that despite the decent notionals there are still a limited number
of unique traders using the exchange on a daily basis. In July, this figure averaged
around 28 traders daily. Most, if not all, of these traders are also likely to be SNX stakers
experimenting with the platform. It will be crucial for Synthetix to attract users solely
focused on trading. This is possible given the unique value proposition Synthetix
Exchange can offer them, allowing them to gain exposure to assets not found elsewhere
(e.g. equities) and inverse alt-coin trading pairs.

Daily Trade Volume & Users (through 7/18/19)

Avg. Daily Trade Volume & Users by Month (through 7/18/19)
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sUSD Peg & Uniswap Arbitrage Pool
Synthetix Exchange operates effectively as a closed system. Their data feeds should always ensure that the price of a Synth matches that of the underlying asset on their exchange.
Remember though, there are no trading counterparties on Synthetix Exchange. Market prices are not determined, merely reflected. As with other Synths, sUSD is always treated as
being worth $1 on the exchange regardless of how it's trading on the open market. This system works well as long as traders stay on the exchange, but runs into some issues when they
try to realize profit and move it externally. Previously, in order to do this they were solely reliant on sUSD. For example, if a trader earned 10% on their sBTC position, they would need to
trade it into sUSD and sell it on the open market. This was a problem for a number of reasons. To start, there was very little external demand for sUSD, which corresponded to low trade
volumes. This meant that if a trader wanted to realize their 10% profit they were reliant on the liquidity of sUSD and its ability to maintain its peg with little slippage. If selling their sUSD
resulted in a price drop below $0.90 then there was no real profit to be made. This problem would be exacerbated further in a situation where there are many traders looking to exit and
realize profit all at once, leading to a large amount of selling pressure on sUSD. While adjusting the collateralization ratio is a decent lever to help sUSD maintain its peg, ultimately the
only way this can prove sustainable is if there is also significant external demand for sUSD driven by new users looking to trade on Synthetix Exchange.
Recognizing this problem, Synthetix's development team took steps to improve liquidity into and out of the exchange. A recently launched initiative led to the creation of an sETH/ETH
arbitrage pool on Uniswap. In theory, sETH should always trade at, or close to, parity with ETH on the open market. If sETH falls below parity with ETH, then that presents an opportunity
for arbitrageurs to step in and drive sETH back up. If this trading pair's price equilibrium could be maintained with enough liquidity behind it, then it would offer traders another way into
and out of the exchange. To further incentivize arbitrageurs to act on the opportunity, the development team diverted 5% (~72k SNX) of new issuance away from stakers and made it a
reward available for traders that help sETH maintain its parity with ETH on Uniswap. Parties interested in trading on this opportunity, can purchase sETH with ETH on Uniswap and
manually fill out this form to receive the SNX reward. As of August 5th, the sETH pool is now the 4th largest on Uniswap with $1.38m of liquidity available in the pool. This is a great
example of composability, where different DeFi applications leverage each other to improve their product offering.

Uniswap Arbitrage Pool Directions Once Automated

Top 10 Uniswap Liquidity Pools

1. Each week ~72k SNX is deposited into the arbitrage contract
2. This SNX will be locked until the sETH/ETH ratio falls below 99/100
3. A user sends ETH to the arbitrage contract
4. The contract accepts ETH and converts it to sETH via the Uniswap pool
5. The contract redeems sETH for SNX at par
6. The contract sends the SNX to the user
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Synthetix Design Risks
Price Oracles:
Synthetix Exchange is dependent on reliable data feeds to ensure that the prices they reflect are accurate and can't be easily manipulated. Integrity of the price feeds is critical and if
exploited could undermine the longevity of the platform and cost SNX stakers their capital.
On June 25th, we witnessed an example of what could happen when incorrect price feeds are exploited. An error occurred in their price feed for KRW, which reported a price 1000x
higher than it should have been. While the price oracle had a filter in place to discard outliers, due to the fact there were only two APIs reporting the price at that time the incorrect
price was averaged with the other and reflected on the exchange. A trading bot took advantage of the situation, resulting in its balance reaching 37m sETH. The Synthetix team, which
currently has control over their smart contracts, was able to disable transfers within the system and came to an agreement with the owner of the bot to resolve the issue by offering
a bug bounty. The team stated that they added additional redundancies to their price feeds to prevent a similar situation from occurring again and they are exploring ways to
incorporate other decentralized price oracles into their platform.




Centralized Control:
As we mentioned above, the Synthetix development team currently has control over the platform's smart contracts. However, it's important to note that they are moving towards a
decentralized governance framework. Community votes are currently held through their Discord channel and new Synthetix Improvement Proposals (SIPs) can be found on their
Github. In the future, Synthetix may become a DAO.



Ethereum Scalability & Trade Front-running:
Traders need low fees and fast confirmations. Synthetix is built on Ethereum (Layer 1) and is constrained by its scalability as a result. GAS fees can also be high at times which make
trading, minting, or claiming rewards less appealing. In addition, because trades are transparently broadcast the exchange has battled front-running bots. The team is exploring
Layer 2 scaling solutions for ways to improve speed and cost.



Sub-optimal Collateral & Risk of Negative Feedback Loop:
Relative to ETH, SNX is less liquid and can be more volatile. As a result, it is a sub-optimal choice for collateral at the moment. However, it does create a strong fundamental link
between platform adoption and SNX value accrual. A positive feedback loop can occur where higher trade volumes lead to more trading fees, which should fundamentally lead to a
higher SNX price, which then allows for more Synths to be minted, which can then lead to higher trade volumes.
While a positive feedback loop can be important for helping to bootstrap the platform, the risk of a negative feedback loop also exists. If the price of SNX materially falls or trade
volume on the exchange slows it could trigger a downward trend.




The Need For Short Exposure:
As we demonstrated in the debt mechanics examples, Synthetix will need traders to take short exposure on the exchange to net down the long exposure. Currently, the vast majority
of exposure is long-only, which means if crypto markets rip higher then SNX stakers would end up paying out to the traders. This assumes they are 2 distinct types of users. If an SNX
staker also trades on the exchange, they can still earn a net profit as long as they outperform their fellow traders.



Liquid Entry & Exit Valve for Synthetix Exchange:
As we discussed on the previous slide, there needs to be strong liquidity into and out of Synthetix Exchange, whether it be through sUSD or the sETH/ETH Uniswap pool.
Synthetix does not offer direct redemptions of Synths for collateral but could in the future, which would also help.
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SNX Model Highlights
One of the more appealing aspects of SNX is the fact that Synthetix Exchange literally can't function if SNX doesn't accrue value. This differs from many other projects where the token
feels like an after thought rather than a necessity. As we've mentioned previously, Synthetix's design can facilitate a positive feedback loop. Higher trade volumes lead to more trading
fees, which should fundamentally lead to a higher SNX price, which then allows for more Synths to be minted, which can then lead to higher trade volumes. This dynamic could play an
important role in helping to bootstrap the network. In return for staking SNX in the collateral pool, holders are rewarded with 1) new issuance of SNX and 2) exchange trading fees. In
this section we'll analyze the current state for both of these rewards and project forward future exchange trading fees for the economic model, which will depict three different
scenarios (base, bear, bull).

Key Takeaways

 New issuance of SNX tokens is currently very high but will quickly decline over the following 5 years. The current issuance period (#2) will run from March 2019 through March 2020






and result in a 75% increase in the total supply of SNX. New issuance is locked in escrow for a rolling 12 months meaning that it can't be immediately sold on the open market, but it
can be added to the collateral pool.
This high issuance period makes it an attractive time to be a staker and claim rewards. For example, let's take a staker who starts with 1% of the total SNX supply on August 1st.
They continually stake and claim their rewards until the start of the next issuance period in March 2020. By doing so, their initial 1% will have grown to 1.28% of SNX's total market
value. That is a 28% "real return" assuming 76% continue to stake, 68% continue to claim their rewards and taking into account the 5% of new issuance diverted for the sETH/ETH
arbitrage pool.
Currently, Synthetix Exchange takes a fee of 0.3% on each trade, however, it was temporarily increased to 0.5% between June 28th and July 29th. Through the end of July, cumulative
exchange trading fees are approaching $500k, having experienced significant growth in Q2 2019.
Our base case modeling scenario resulted in a combined present value of future cash flows equivalent to ~$163m relative to a current SNX market cap of ~$32m. This assumed the
exchange trading fee remained flat at 0.3% into the future with annual trade volume growing to $90bn by YE 2025. A 40% discount rate was used.
Our bear case modeling scenario resulted in a combined present value of future cash flows equivalent to ~$59m relative to a current SNX market cap of ~$32m. This assumed the
exchange trading fee gradually declines from 0.3% to 0.2% and that annual trade volume grows to $34bn by YE 2025. A 40% discount rate was used.
Our bull case modeling scenario resulted in a combined present value of future cash flows equivalent to ~$425m relative to a current SNX market cap of ~$32m. This assumed the
exchange trading fee grew from 0.3% to 0.4% and that annual trade volume grows to $180bn by YE 2025. A 40% discount rate was used.
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SNX Supply, Issuance & Staking
New issuance of SNX tokens is currently very high but will quickly decline
over the following 5 years. The change in supply is broken up into 6 distinct
issuance periods that start and end in March of each year. The current
issuance period (#2) will run from March 2019 through March 2020 and
result in a 75% increase in the total supply of SNX. For comparison, the
following period will only result in a 21% increase as the total supply trends
towards a maximum of 245m SNX in March 2024. New issuance is locked in
escrow for a rolling 12 months meaning that it can't be immediately sold on
the open market. It can, however, be added to the network collateral pool
allowing for new Synths to be minted. Each week, stakers can claim their
share of rewards based on their pro-rata share of the Synth supply.

SNX Issuance Schedule

This high issuance period makes it an attractive time to be a staker and
claim rewards. As of July 30th, 76% of the total SNX supply is staked. While
non-stakers will be diluted by this sizable increase, those who do stake will
not be. In addition, out of the 821 unique stakers, only 68% have claimed
their rewards. They have a 2 week period to do so before these rewards
become available to the other stakers.
A holder who stakes and claims their rewards can benefit from both the
high issuance rate and apathy of their fellow stakers. By allowing their
rewards to compound over the course of this issuance period, they can
materially grow their share of SNX's total market value. For example, let's
take a staker who starts with 1% of the total SNX supply on August 1st. They
continually stake and claim their rewards until the start of the next issuance
period in March 2020. By doing so, their initial 1% will have grown to 1.28%

*Dark purple bars depict the start of a new issuance period

of SNX's total market value. That is a 28% "real return" assuming 76%
continue to stake, 68% continue to claim their rewards and taking into
account the 5% of new issuance diverted for the sETH/ETH arbitrage pool.
As we'll show on the following slides, this increase in SNX could translate to
significant trading fee revenue in the future.
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Revenue from Exchange Trading Fees
Ultimately, when the issuance of new SNX grinds to a halt in 2024, the reward from exchange trading fees will need to be enough to compensate stakers.
Fee revenue will also need to reach a point where it justifies a fundamentally high value for SNX in order for it to succeed as collateral for the platform.
Currently, Synthetix Exchange takes a fee of 0.3% on each trade, which is in line with competing exchanges. Even at a higher fee level, Synthetix Exchange
could offer traders exposure to assets not found elsewhere. This value proposition could potentially justify a higher fee level.
It's important to note that the trading fee has fluctuated in recent months. On June 28th, it was raised to 0.5% before being reduced back to 0.3% on July
29th. This was partially responsible for the sizable increase in MoM fee growth during that period. Aside from trading fees, the development team is also
exploring other ways for SNX stakers to earn revenue. For example, one idea under consideration would allow SNX stakers to lend their sUSD and sETH
on Compound to earn an additional yield. Through the end of July, cumulative exchange trading fees are approaching $500k. While still small, this is
impressive for a newly launched project that is still being refined and with a limited number of traders currently. In the following slides, we'll project
exchange trading fee revenue forward in order to assess the long term viability of Synthetix's model.

Cumulative Trade Volume (through 7/30/19)

Monthly vs Cumulative Exchange Fees (through 7/30/19)
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SNX Economic Model Output
Based on SNX's token economics, we felt a DCF would function as a viable model, with the exchange trading fee treated as revenue for the platform. As seen below, we
chose to model a base, bear and bull scenario. It's important to emphasize that these scenario outputs, even our bear case, assume that Synthetix proves its
sustainability and continues to see increased adoption. In addition, these model outputs should not be treated as a recommendation to buy SNX, rather they are simply
to prove out the viability of its economics. On the following slide we will delve into our rationale for the assumptions used in each scenario.

Base Case

Bear Case

Bull Case
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Model Assumptions
Assumption 1: Exchange Trade Volume YoY Growth %

 Base Case - To arrive at YE 2019 trade volume we annualized the growth from past 3 months. We project 2020 trade volume growing at 400% then 200%, 125%,

100%, 75% and 75% the following years, leading to a YE 2025 trade volume of ~$90bn. We believe this is a reasonable level, if Synthetix succeeds, based on current
exchange volumes and an expected increase in notional values 6 years into the future.

Bear Case - To arrive at YE 2019 trade volume we annualized the growth from past 3 months. We project 2020 trade volume growing at 300% then 200%, 100%, 75%,
50% and 25% the following years leading to a YE 2025 trade volume of ~$34bn.
Bull Case - To arrive at YE 2019 trade volume we annualized the growth from past 3 months. We project 2020 trade volume growing at 600% then 300%, 150%, 125%,
75% and 50% the following years leading to a YE 2025 trade volume of ~$180bn.

Assumption 2: Exchange Trading Fee %

 Base Case - We reflect no change to the existing revenue model by maintaining the current exchange trading fee of 0.3% through 2025.
 Bear Case - To take into account competitive pressures, we gradually reduce the current exchange trading fee of 0.3% to 0.20% by 2025. We stop at 0.2% because
that is the typical trading fee for many centralized exchanges prior to any discounts.
 Bull Case - To take into account the potential of additional revenue sources, or the possible premium Synthetix may be able to charge for unique/exotic trading pairs,
we gradually grow the current exchange trading fee of 0.3% to 0.4% by 2025.

Assumption 3: Discount Rate

 For each scenario we apply a 40% discount rate. We believe this high discount rate is appropriate based on the underlying risk associated with the project
compounded by the nascent nature of the market and technology.
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Disclosures
The Research Team may own the tokens represented in this report, and as such this should be seen as a disclosure of any potential conflict of interest. Anyone can
contact Delphi Digital for full token disclosures by team member at Team@DelphiDigital.io. This report belongs to Delphi Digital, and represents the opinions of the
Research Team.
Delphi Digital is not a FINRA registered broker-dealer or investment adviser and does not provide investment banking services. This report is not investment advice,
it is strictly informational. Do not trade or invest in any tokens, companies or entities based solely upon this information. Any investment involves substantial risks,
including, but not limited to, pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the potential complete loss of principal. Investors should conduct independent due
diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, on topics discussed in this document and develop a stand-alone judgment of the
relevant markets prior to making any investment decision.
Delphi Digital does not receive compensation from the companies, entities, or protocols they write about. The only fees Delphi Digital earns is through paying
subscribers. Compensation is not received on any basis contingent upon communicating a positive opinion in this report. The authors were not hired by the
covered entity to prepare this report. Delphi Digital did not receive compensation from the entities covered in this report for non-report services, such as
presenting at author sponsored investor conferences, distributing press releases or other ancillary services. The entities covered in this report have not previously
paid the author in cash or in stock for any research reports or other services. The covered entities in this report are not required to engage with Delphi Digital.
The Research Team has obtained all information herein from sources they believe to be accurate and reliable. However, such information is presented “as is,”
without warranty of any kind – whether expressed or implied. All market prices, data and other information are not warranted as to completeness or accuracy, are
based upon selected public market data, reflect prevailing conditions, and the Research Team’s views as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to change
without notice. Delphi Digital has no obligation to continue offering reports regarding this topic. Reports are prepared as of the date(s) indicated and may become
unreliable because of subsequent market or economic circumstances. The graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided for informational purposes only. None
of these graphs, charts or visual aids can and of themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made that these will assist any person in
making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual aid can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions.
The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference, forward-looking statements, which would include any statements that are
not statements of historical fact. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. Any projections, forecasts and
estimates contained in this document are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions. These forward-looking statements may turn
out to be wrong and can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, most of which are beyond control.
It can be expected that some or all of such forward-looking assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results.
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